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(Duke is sitting in cab; Chad comes to outside window) 
 

CHAD: Is this cab taken? 
DUKE: No, that’s against the law. If ya take a cab yer 
gonna git arrested. 
CHAD: Hey, can you give me a ride or not? 
DUKE: Git in. (Chad does) You goin’ across the 

continent or jist in the area here?  
CHAD: I’m going to the Regional Government 

Conference Center. How long will it take? 
DUKE: Too … 
CHAD: Two? Two what? Two minutes? Two HOURS? 
What …? 
DUKE: Too long. How come all the obnoxious 
passengers end up in my cab? 
CHAD: Maybe it’s nature’s way of trying to match 
someone with your personality. 
DUKE: Hey, that’s pretty good. That’s a combo I 

certainly admire … obnoxious and talkative. Goin’ to the 
Government center, huh?  You workin’ for the government ... or 
against ‘em? 

CHAD: I’m CIA. 
DUKE: Yer pants are too short … out-of-style shirt … 

Ya don’t look CIA. 
CHAD: I’m undercover. 
DUKE: Ya oughta be under cover … about six feet of 

dirt cover. CIA! Ha! Ya know,  yer aggravating enough … ya 
oughta run for Congress. 

CHAD: You know a lot about Congress? 
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DUKE: Yeh. I used to be Speaker of the House … then 

I got married. (laughs) Ha! That’s a good one! “Then I got 
married!” Ha! 

CHAD: I’m really surprised. 
DUKE: Surprised? That I cracked a funny? 
CHAD: No, surprised that anyone would marry you. 
DUKE: (looks in rear view mirror) Hey, ya know, you 

could be with the government at that. Ya got a big mouth and ya 
don’t think before ya talk. What’s the deal, sport? I see ya got a  
clipboard there, makin’ notes. What are ya doin … 
(exaggerating) writin’ a book on cabbie humor? You writin’ 
down all my jokes? 

CHAD: Yes, I’ve written down all the funny ones. 
DUKE: Yeh? Which ones? 
CHAD: Well, none so far. And I’m sure I’ll run out of 

cab fare before you say something funny. 
DUKE:  You could be in Congress, ya know that? Ya 

know what’s wrong with this country? I’ll tell ya what’s wrong 
with this country! 

CHAD: I thought you might. 
DUKE: It’s organized all wrong! For one thing, there’s 

too many people in the House of Representatives. They can’t 
get nothin’ done. Everyone tryin’ ta make a speech for the 
voters back home. And the Senate shouldn’t be elected. They 
should be appointed! That’s the way they was 
originally set up, ya know. And the bureaucracy is outa control: 
too many people on the payroll. The budget spending is also 
outa control: so they’ll probably try to raise taxes again. I 
suppose you’re in favor of more taxes! 

CHAD: I really don’t care anything about the 
government! 

DUKE: What are you … a communist? 
CHAD: Nope. A columnist. 
DUKE: A what? 
CHAD: Columnist. Newspaper. I write a newspaper 

column.  
DUKE: Really? Hey, I read a lot. I don’t read the 

crummy newspaper. I read the Great Books every chance I get 
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when I’m not working … and sometimes I read when I am 
workin’ … if the traffic’s heavy. 

CHAD: I’ve got news for you. Comic books are not part 
of the Great Book series. 

DUKE: Well, don’t quit yer day job and try to make it 
as a comic, chump. You wouldn’t have cab fare! For yer 
peculiar information, I’m in the process of reading Ivanhoe! 
And I got news fer ya … it is not about a farmer named Ivan 
workin’ in his garden! 

CHAD: (sarcastically) Wow! I am surprised!! 
DUKE: Tell me … what’s yer crummy newspaper 

column about so I’ll know what page ta skip? Thinkin’ about 
yer newspaper column is like thinkin’ about chicken pox. I 
know jist enough about it ta know I don’t want it. 

CHAD: At the present I’m doing a special feature on 
pests … you know, mosquitoes, scorpions … cabbies … 
(Duke slams on brakes and they come to a sudden stop) 

CHAD: Whoa! What’s that all about? 
DUKE: Red Light. We’re supposed ta stop. 
CHAD: Why this one? You never stopped at any of the 

others. 
DUKE: Stupid pedestrians in the crosswalk. They got a 

lot a nerve. Hey. Look at that girl walkin’ across there. 
CHAD: The one in the designer jeans? 
DUKE: Yeh. Ya know there oughta be a law. Ya 

shouldn’t be allowed to wear designer jeans unless ya have a 
designer body. She needs to design a diet. (pause) Ya know, I 
went on a diet once. 

CHAD: Yes? How’d it go? 
DUKE: It was the worst three hours of my life. (laughs) 

Hey! That was funny. Write that down! 
CHAD: The cab fare is climbing at an alarming rate but 

your humor meter is still at zero. (Duke hits the accelerator and 
they lurch forward) Hey, the light was still red. 
 DUKE: It was about to change. 
 CHAD: Oh … Speaking of change.  I’ve changed my 
mind. Instead of going to the Government Center, I want to stop 
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